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ENGLISH CHINOISERIE BLACK AND GOLD CONSOLE TABLES WITH WHITE
MARBLE TOPS, A PAIR

$18,000
A pair of English Chinoiserie black and gold console tables from the 19th century with white marble tops. Embrace the exquisite

fusion of East and West with this pair of English Chinoiserie black and gold console tables from the 19th century, pieces that
beautifully encapsulate the ornate elegance and cross-cultural appeal of the era. These tables, with their white veined marble

tops, intricate gilt décor, and carved scrolling legs, are a testament to the sophisticated aesthetics and meticulous craftsmanship
of the period. The tables' bodies are finished in a deep black lacquer, providing a dramatic backdrop for the gilt décor that

gracefully adorns their surfaces. Delicate birds and flowers, rendered in gold, bring the allure of Oriental gardens to life, inviting
contemplation and admiration. The white marble tops offer a luxurious contrast to the black and gold, providing a durable and
elegant surface for displaying art, photographs, or decorative objects. Resting on carved scrolling legs, these console tables are

both sturdy and ornate, with the legs meeting at a lower shelf that adds both functionality and balance to the design. The canted
sides contribute to the tables' overall dynamic silhouette, enhancing their visual appeal. In a contemporary home, these

Chinoiserie console tables serve as sophisticated focal points in a living room, entryway, or hallway. Their blend of English
craftsmanship and Chinese-inspired motifs makes them timeless additions to any interior, adding a touch of 19th-century

elegance and the beauty of cultural fusion to your space. Whether used for practical purposes or as statement pieces, these
tables bring a sense of grandeur, craftsmanship, and historical charm into your home.

Height: 35 in (88.9 cm)

Width: 45 in (114.3 cm)

Depth: 12 in (30.48 cm)

SKU: A 4975
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